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Introduction
These notes are intended to complement the lectures. They contain some, but not all of the
material that you need. For example, you will need to annotate the notes by adding reaction
mechanisms etc. Slide and lecture numbers are provided for easier navigation.
Lectures
This year, lectures are in-person events again. Lecture recordings and supporting material
(e.g. practice questions and solutions) will be provided on Moodle, but I strongly recommend
you attend lectures and work through new material every week, so we can address questions
or issues as early as possible and to avoid falling behind. This includes taking some time for
independent study, where you work through the lecture material (e.g. by re-reading your
notes, doing further reading in Clayden’s Organic Chemistry on any topics that are unclear to
you, and working through practise questions). A 10-credit course requires on average 100
hours of study – including lectures, but also independent study!
Tutorial timetable
Please check which tutorial group you are allocated to, and the timetable for that particular
group. Your tutor should contact you with details of the tutorial, venue, etc.
Preparation for Second Year
Not surprisingly, 2nd year chemistry is more advanced than 1st year, and many students find
that it is a big step up. We will be building from foundations laid in 1st year, and therefore a
modest amount of revision of these topics will mean that you start your 2nd year well
prepared.
The following is a selection of material that you covered in 1st Year. There will not be time to
go over all of this again in 2nd year lectures. Chemistry is NOT a modular subject where you
can learn a topic just for the 1st year exams, and then forget it.
To help your transition from 1st year, we start 2nd year Organic Chemistry with two topics
that you are already very familiar with – spectroscopy and the chemistry of benzene. You
should be familiar with all of the following topics without having to use your notes. Topics
that are particularly relevant to the First Semester of CHEM2010 are highlighted in italics, and
reference is made to the relevant 1st year lecture in Module CHEM1009 (F11ORG).
General Organic Chemistry
• Identify and name functional groups (NJO lecture 2)
─ e.g. alkenes, alkynes, halides, alcohols, amines, carboxylic acids, esters, amides,
acid chlorides, nitriles.
• Depict mechanisms and resonance forms using curly arrows (HWL lectures 1 & 3)
• Identify nucleophilic and electrophilic centres in molecules (HWL lectures 1 & 2),
recognising polar bonds and inductive effects (NJO lecture 10)
─ use the +/– notation to help.
─ explain substituent effects (resonance).
• Understand and depict different mechanisms (HWL lectures 3-6)
including SN1 and SN2 substitutions, E2 eliminations
• Carbonyl group chemistry
─ nucleophilic addition to a C=O group (RMD lectures 1 & 2)

─ formation of imines/enamines from ketones plus amines (RMD lecture 4)
─ keto-enol tautomersim (RMD lecture 5)
─ acid chlorides as acylating agents, e.g. of amines to give amides (CJH lecture 6)
Benzene/Aromatic Chemistry
You must be confident that you know and understand the following topics:
• the electronic structure of benzene (NJO lecture 9; HWL lecture 12)
• the concepts of delocalisation, conjugation and resonance (NJO lecture 9), electronwithdrawing and electron-donating groups, and how we depict these using “curly
arrows”.
Spectroscopy (basics covered in CHEM 1011 (F11SEB))
You must be confident that you know and understand the following topics:
• The EM spectrum, relationship between photon energy and frequency.
• Basic principles of absorption spectroscopy.
• UV – electronic transitions (seen in conjugated organic systems).
• IR – vibrational transitions (for organic functional group identification).
• NMR – nuclear spin (13C and 1H – revealing chemical environment and connectivity)
• Chemical shift in NMR spectroscopy and significance in identifying organic structure.
• The significance structural significance of 1H –1H coupling in NMR spectroscopy
• Interpretation of electron impact ionisation-mass spectrometry
Information for Synthesis I (Aromatic and Heteroaromatic Chemistry)
Resources
The lecture course and tutorials contain all the information you require for the examination,
however you may find the following resources useful:
Textbook
Clayden, Organic Chemistry, Oxford Uni. Press
Chapter numbers given on the lecture slides refer to edition 2, 2012.
Online Resources
Clayden, Organic Chemistry, Oxford Uni. Press (Ch. 7, 8, 21, 22, 29, 30)
https://bibliu.com/app/#/view/books/9780192518545/epub/OEBPS/toc.html
Interactive 3D animations visualising molecules, molecular orbitals and reactions:
https://www.chemtube3d.com/
Interactive 3D models of molecules: https://qrchem.net/
Interactive tool to practise mechanisms and curly arrows (RSC):
http://www.rsc.org/learn-chemistry/resources/mechanisminspector/investigations.html#/reaction/93/0
Interactive tool to practise electron pushing and curly arrows (University of Ottawa):
https://orgchem101.com/

I hope you enjoy the course!
Miriam O’Duill (miriam.oduill@nottingham.ac.uk)

September 2022

Lecture Overview: Aromatic and Heteroaromatic Chemistry
0 Welcome to Synthesis and Spectroscopy CHEM2010 (F12SAS)
1 Introduction to Aromaticity
1.1 Revision of important 1st year concepts
1.2 Aromatic compounds: Nomenclature, structure and bonding
2 Properties of Aromatic Compounds (Acid/Base Chemistry)
2.1 Revision of acid/base chemistry
2.2 Acid/base chemistry of aromatic compounds
3 Properties of Heteroaromatics
3.1 6-Membered heteroaromatics
3.2 5-Membered heteroaromatics
4 Reactivity: electrophilic aromatic substitution
4.1 Electrophilic aromatic substitution mechanism
4.2 Substituent effects
5 Reactivity: electrophilic aromatic substitution of heteroaromatics
5.1 6-Membered heteroaromatics
5.2 5-Membered heteroaromatics
6 Reactivity: nucleophilic aromatic substitution
6.1 Nucleophilic aromatic substitution by addition–elimination mechanism
6.2 Nucleophilic aromatic substitution by SN1 mechanism
6.3 Nucleophilic aromatic substitution by aryne mechanism
6.3 Summary: Interconversion of aromatics
7 Reactivity: nucleophilic aromatic substitution of heteroaromatics
7.1 Nucleophilic aromatic substitution of heteroaromatics
7.2 Extending reactivity: lithiation
8 Reactivity: redox chemistry of (hetero)aromatic compounds
8.1 Reduction of (hetero)aromatic compounds
8.2 Oxidation of (hetero)aromatic compounds
9 Synthesis of heteroaromatics
9.1 Carbonyl chemistry
9.2 Electrophilic aromatic substitution
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How is the course structured?
Lectures
• Mondays 10-11am: Miriam O’Duill – Aromatic Chemistry
Wednesdays 12-1pm: Neil Oldham – Spectroscopy
• Lecture recordings and handouts (fill out the gaps!) provided on Moodle
• Don’t fall behind!
Tutorials
• In person, tutorial question sheets provided on Moodle
• Check your timetables

Labs
• In person
• Check your timetables
CHEM2010
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Expectations
What I expect of you

What you can expect of me

• Attendance at lectures and tutorials

• Lecture material provided on Moodle in a
timely fashion

• Self-study:
a 10 credit course requires on
average 100 hours of study

• Short practise questions throughout to
consolidate material and prepare you for
exams
• Answers to questions in class or by email:
university can be hard, so don’t be afraid
to ask for support!

CHEM2010
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Course Overview
Topics
1 Introduction to Aromaticity
2 Properties of Aromatic Compounds (Acid/Base Chemistry)

3 Properties of Heteroaromatics
4 Reactivity: Electrophilic Aromatic Substitution
5 Reactivity: Electrophilic Aromatic Substitution of Heteroaromatics

6 Reactivity: Nucleophilic Aromatic Substitution
7 Reactivity: Nucleophilic Aromatic Substitution of Heteroaromatics
8 Reactivity: Redox Chemistry of (Hetero)Aromatic Compounds
9 Synthesis of Heteroaromatics
CHEM2010
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Course Overview
Learning Outcomes
By the end of the course, you will be able to:
• define aromaticity and work out if a given compound is aromatic / heteroaromatic;

• discuss and compare the structure, properties and reactivity of aromatic and
heteroaromatic compounds;
• describe (using curly arrow reaction mechanisms) how to synthesise important
aromatic compounds.
Important:

• We will be building on foundations laid in 1st year – you need to be familiar with your
1st year chemistry!
CHEM2010
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Lecture 1: Introduction to Aromaticity
Topics
1.1 Revision of important 1st year concepts
1.2 Aromatic compounds: nomenclature, structure and bonding
Learning outcomes
In this lecture, you will learn to:
• Draw curly arrow reaction mechanisms for imine and enamine formation, keto-enol
tautomerism and imine-enamine tautomerism under acidic and basic conditions;
• Name common aromatic compounds;
• Define aromaticity and work out if a compound is aromatic;
• Describe the structure and bonding in aromatic compounds and explain how this
affects their stability.
CHEM2010
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Aromatic compounds: Significance

Ibuprofen
anti-inflammatory,
discovered at Boots,
Nottingham 1960

TNT
explosive,
used
as
standard
comparative
convention of explosions
CHEM2010
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Chloroquine
anti-malarial/antiinflammatory,
COVID-19
clinical trials

blue
jeans)

indigo
pigment

(e.g.

image source: Wikimedia Commons

Adenine
DNA/RNA
bases,
building blocks of life

Kevlar
strong, heat-resistant fibre,
used in sport equipment,
bulletproof vests,
engineering
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Revision: Reaction of ketones with amines
(previously covered by Ross Denton in F11ORG, Lecture 4)
Primary amines react to give imines:

CHEM2010
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Revision: Reaction of ketones with amines
(previously covered by Ross Denton in F11ORG, Lecture 4)
Secondary amines react to give enamines:

CHEM2010
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Revision: Keto-enol tautomerism
(previously covered by Ross Denton in F11ORG, Lecture 5)
Keto-enol tautomerism can be catalysed by acid or base:
Tautomerism = a reaction that
(only) involves the intramolecular
transfer of a proton.

CHEM2010
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Imine-enamine tautomerism
Imines undergo similar tautomerism reactions:
Tip: Practise drawing both
acid- and base-catalysed curly
arrow mechanisms for this.

Acid catalysed mechanism:

CHEM2010
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Aromatic compounds: Nomenclature, Structure and Bonding
Nomenclature
• Many aromatic compounds are known by their common names:

benzene

toluene

phenol

aniline

naphthalene

styrene

• Important abbreviations: aromatic substituents

Ph = phenyl

CHEM2010

Bn = benzyl
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Ar = any aromatic group
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Nomenclature
• For more than one substituent, the relative position on the ring must be indicated:
e.g.

• Multiple substituents are quoted in alphabetical order:
e.g.

CHEM2010
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Structure and Bonding: Benzene C6H6
• Isolated by Michael Faraday in 1825 as a colourless, smelly (‘aromatic’)
liquid
• Formula C6H6, but structure initially unclear

Some early proposed structures for C6H6

• Cyclic structure proposed in 1865 by August Kekulé (apparently
after a dream)

CHEM2010
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Clayden Ch. 7

image source: Wikimedia Commons
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Structure and Bonding: Benzene C6H6
• 1929: Kathleen Lonsdale proves that the benzene ring is flat and that
all C–C bonds have the same length by X-ray crystallography.
• What does this mean?

image: www.britannica.com

• Even though we draw the C–C bonds in benzene as alternating single and double
bonds, this is not an exact representation of its true structure.

CHEM2010
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Clayden Ch. 7
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Structure and Bonding: Benzene C6H6
• Kekulé suggested that benzene rapidly changes between two forms; today we
describe the structure as delocalised.

Two equivalent Kekulé
resonance structures

CHEM2010
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The circle represents the
delocalised electrons.
This representation is not useful
for showing reactivity: do not use

Clayden Ch. 7
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Benzene: NMR data
• The proton/carbon nuclei in benzene are all equivalent

CHEM2010
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Benzene: NMR data
• Once substituents are introduced, the nuclei are no longer equivalent
• H–H coupling is observed in the 1H NMR:
vicinal (ortho) coupling JH1-H2 = 8–10 Hz
meta coupling JH1-H3 < 2 Hz

• Electron-withdrawing substituents deshield the nuclei and shift their NMR signals
downfield (higher chemical shift)
• Electron-donating substituents shield the nuclei and shift their NMR signals
upfield (lower chemical shift)

CHEM2010
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Benzene: NMR data
• e.g. nitrobenzene:
H1

C3

H3

C2

C4

H2

C1

CHEM2010
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Delocalisation
• All carbons in benzene are sp2 hybridised and all of the p
orbitals overlap to form a continuous p-system, spreading
(delocalising) electron density equally over each carbon
atom in the ring: they form a conjugated system.

p-electrons are not isolated in
localised double bonds.
CHEM2010
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Instead, all of the pz orbitals overlap to spread
electron density out over the entire ring.
Clayden Ch. 7
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Delocalisation and conjugation
• Recap from 1st year:

Acidity of carboxylic acids:
resonance structures for ethanoate ion

Amide resonance in DMF:
the methyl groups are different in 1H NMR

Delocalisation stabilises charged intermediates: the more resonance
structures you can draw of a cation/anion, the more stable it is.

CHEM2010
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Clayden Ch. 7
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Delocalisation and conjugation
• Recap from 1st year: delocalisation can explain reactivity

Imines react with electrophiles

Enones react with nucleophiles

• How does benzene react?
CHEM2010
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Stability of benzene
• Benzene is very stable:

• Because of this resonance stabilisation, benzene is relatively unreactive.
CHEM2010
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Origin of benzene’s stability: Molecular Orbitals
• The 6 pz atomic orbitals (AOs) combine to form 6 molecular orbitals (MOs):
increasing
energy

antibonding
orbitals: higher
in energy than
isolated pz AOs

highest energy MO:
six nodes

energy of isolated pz AOs
bonding
orbitals: lower
in energy than
isolated pz AOs
lowest energy MO:
no nodes
https://www.chemtube3d.com/benzenemos/

CHEM2010
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(covered in 1st year by Prof. Neil Oldham)
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Origin of benzene’s stability: Molecular Orbitals
• The 6 pz atomic orbitals (AOs) combine to form 6 molecular orbitals (MOs):

LUMO

HOMO

• The bonding MOs are lower in energy than the individual, isolated pz AOs
• All electrons occupy these low energy orbitals, decreasing the overall energy of
the system. This is the origin of benzene’s stability and aromaticity.
CHEM2010
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More general: Origin of aromatic stability
• This is a general observation: Any cyclic system of
delocalised electrons paired in purely bonding orbitals
benefits from aromatic resonance stabilisation. These
systems have (4n + 2) p electrons (n = integer).

LUMO

HOMO

• This is known as Hückel’s rule of aromaticity:

Planar, fully conjugated, cyclic systems with (4n + 2) p electrons
(n = integer) are exceptionally stable and are said to be aromatic.

CHEM2010
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The four rules of aromaticity
For a compound to be aromatic, all four criteria must be met:
1. An aromatic compound must be cyclic (i.e. it is a ring)

2. Every carbon is sp2 hybridised and all the p-orbitals overlap to give a fully
conjugated p-electron system.
3. The ring atoms must be in a single plane (i.e. planar, sp2 hybridised carbons)

4. Hückel Rule: there must be (4n+2) p-electrons in the aromatic ring (n = 0, 1, …)
e.g.
Benzene

CHEM2010
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• Cyclic
• sp2-hybridised carbons:
fully conjugated
• planar
• 6 p-electrons
(4n+2 = 6 for n = 1)
27

Examples: Are these compounds aromatic?

1. cyclic
2. fully conjugated (all C sp2-hybridised)
3. planar
4. 10 p-electrons (4n + 2 = 10 for n = 2)
aromatic

CHEM2010
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1. cyclic
2. fully conjugated (all C sp2-hybridised)
3. planar
4. 10 p-electrons (4n + 2 = 10 for n = 2)
not aromatic
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Examples: Are these compounds aromatic?
Note: an anion is
a filled p-orbital
(2 electrons)

1. cyclic
2. fully conjugated (all C sp2-hybridised)
3. planar
4. 6 p-electrons (4n + 2 = 6 for n = 1)
aromatic

Note: a cation is
a vacant p-orbital
(0 electrons)

1. cyclic
2. fully conjugated (all C sp2-hybridised)
3. planar
4. 4 p-electrons (4n + 2 ≠ 4 for n = integer)
not aromatic

• Planar, fully conjugated, cyclic systems
with (4n) p electrons are very unstable
and are described as anti-aromatic.
CHEM2010
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Summary
In this lecture, you learned how to:
• Name common aromatic compounds;
• Define aromaticity and work out if a compound is aromatic;
• Describe the structure and bonding in aromatic compounds and explain how this
affects their stability and reactivity.

Benzene
Planar, fully conjugated, cyclic systems with (4n + 2) p electrons
(n = integer) are exceptionally stable and are said to be aromatic.

CHEM2010
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4 rules of aromaticity:
• Cyclic
• sp2-hybridised carbons:
fully conjugated
• planar
• 6 p-electrons
(4n+2 = 6 for n = 1)
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Practise questions
1. Draw a curly arrow reaction mechanism and product for the following base-catalysed
reaction:

2. Are the following molecules aromatic? Provide reasoning for your answers.

CHEM2010
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Lecture 2: Acid/Base Chemistry of Aromatic Compounds
Recap Lecture 1: Introduction to Aromaticity
Planar, fully conjugated, cyclic systems with (4n + 2) p electrons (n = integer)
are exceptionally stable and are said to be aromatic.

Benzene

CHEM2010
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4 rules of aromaticity:
• Cyclic
• sp2-hybridised carbons:
fully conjugated
• planar
• 6 p-electrons
(4n+2 = 6 for n = 1)
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Lecture 2: Acid/Base Chemistry of Aromatic Compounds
Lecture 2: Topics
2.1 Revision of acid/base chemistry
2.2 Acid/base chemistry of aromatic compounds
Learning outcomes
In this lecture, you will learn to:
• Define pKa and pKaH;
• Describe which factors influence the acidity and basicity of an organic
compound and compare the acidity or basicity of aromatic compounds.
• Explain how the structure of aromatic compounds affect their reactivity,
using Hammett parameters.

CHEM2010
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Revision: Acids and Bases

• pKa is the measure of acidity and basicity.
• An acid is a species with a tendency to lose a proton.
• A base is a species with a tendency to accept a proton.

CHEM2010
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Clayden Ch. 8
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Revision: Acids

• An acid is a species with a tendency to lose a proton.
• The pKa describes how much of the acid has been deprotonated and exists in its
conjugate base form: it is a quantitative measure of acid strength in solution.
• The lower the pKa, the stronger the acid.

CHEM2010
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Revision: Acids

Three main factors affect the strength of an acid:
1. The stability of the conjugate base A–: (i) electronegative A and (ii) inductively
and mesomerically electron-withdrawing substituents stabilise A– and make HA a
stronger acid.
2. The H–A bond strength: H–A bond strengths decrease down the periodic table
(size/energy mismatch of atomic orbitals), making the bond easier to break.
3. The solvent: The better the solvent is at solvating/stabilising ions, the easier it is
for the acid to be deprotonated.
CHEM2010
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Revision: Bases

• A base is a species with a tendency to accept a proton.
• The strength of a base is traditionally measured by considering the pKa of its
conjugate acid: pKaH

• For the conjugate acid, a lower pKa means a stronger acid and thus a weaker base:
The lower the pKaH, the weaker the base.

CHEM2010
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Clayden Ch. 8
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Revision: Bases

• Any factor that increases the strength of an acid usually decreases the strength of
the corresponding conjugate base.
• The main factor that affects the strength of a base is the availability of its lone
pair of electrons: (i) electronegative B and (ii) inductively and mesomerically
electron-withdrawing substituents make the lone pair less available for reaction
with H+, making B a weaker base.

CHEM2010
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Acid/base chemistry of aromatic compounds
Basicity of Anilines

cyclohexylamine
pKaH 10.7

aniline
pKaH 4.6

• Lower basicity of aniline is due to delocalisation of N lone pair into aromatic ring
sp2 hybridised Cs
sp3 hybridised N

• However, the N lone pair is in an sp3 orbital. Therefore, orbital overlap with the
aromatic p-system is not optimal and delocalisation is only partial.
CHEM2010
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Basicity of anilines
Basicity of substituted anilines

pKaH 4.6

CHEM2010
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pKaH 1.0

pKaH 4.1

Clayden Ch. 8

pKaH 5.3
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Acidity of phenols

cyclohexanol
pKa 16

phenol
pKa 10

• Higher acidity of phenol is due to resonance stabilisation of the conjugate base:

CHEM2010
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Alkylbenzenes
• In the same way that a phenoxide anion can be stabilised by delocalisation into the
ring, so can other anions.

• Methyl groups attached to aromatic rings tend to be more reactive than simple
aliphatic methyl groups:

methane
pKa ~50

toluene
pKa ~40

diphenylmethane
pKa ~33
CHEM2010
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Acidity of benzoic acids

ethanoic acid
pKa 4.76

benzoic acid
pKa 4.20

• It is not possible to stabilise the benzoic acid anion by conjugation into the ring
• However, the acidity of benzoic acids is affected by substituents:

CHEM2010
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X

pKa

H

4.20

NO2

3.44

Cl

3.99

OMe

4.47
12

Substituent effects
• The pKa values of substituted benzoic acids are used to define substituent effects and
predict reactivity of aromatic compounds
• For:

• substituent constant s is defined as:
s = pKa (C6H5CO2H) – pKa (XC6H4CO2H)

CHEM2010
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X (para)

s

NO2

0.77

CN

0.67

CO2CH3

0.42

Br

0.23

H

0

CH3

–0.17

OCH3

–0.29

OH

–0.38

NH2

–0.62

Clayden Ch. 39

positive s value:
electron-withdrawing
substituents

negative s value:
electron-donating
substituents
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Substituent effects: Hammett Relationship
• These substituent constants s are known as Hammett constants after Louis
Hammett who developed an equation in 1937 to relate the reaction rates of
substituted benzene derivatives with substituent effects.

• For the reaction of a benzene derivative substituted with X at the para-position:

log

𝑘𝑥
=
𝑘𝐻

r sp

kX = rate constant for the reaction with the substituted benzoate
kH = rate of the reaction with the unsubstituted benzoate
r = reaction constant
sp = substituent constant (X in para-position)

• The reaction constant tells us how the reaction responds to substituent effects and
gives us an idea about the mechanism of the reaction.
CHEM2010
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Substituent effects: Hammett Relationship
• Consider the hydrolysis of para-substituted ethyl benzoate esters:

log

𝑘𝑥
=
𝑘𝐻

r sp

straight line plot, with slope r = 2.45

• A positive r value means that electronwithdrawing substituents increase the reaction rate
• i.e. there is a build-up of negative charge in the
transition state of the RDS, which is stabilised by
EWGs

CHEM2010
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Substituent effects: Hammett Relationship
• Consider the SN1 reaction:

log

𝑘𝑥
=
𝑘𝐻

r sp

straight line plot, with slope r = –4.5

• A negative r value means that electron-donating
substituents increase the reaction rate
• i.e. there is a build-up of positive charge in the
transition state of the RDS, which is stabilised by
EDGs

CHEM2010
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Substituent effects: Hammett Relationship
• Hammett parameters describe how the structure of aromatic compounds affect their
reactivity:
• The reaction constant r tells us what effect electron-withdrawing or –donating
substituents have on reaction rate, which gives us an idea about the mechanism of
the reaction.

log

𝑘𝑥
=
𝑘𝐻

r sp

• positive r value: electron-withdrawing substituents increase
reaction rate by stabilising a build-up of negative charge in
transition state
• negative r value: electron-donating substituents increase
reaction rate by stabilising a build-up of positive charge in
transition state

• Note: The effect of substituents is purely electronic: Hammett approach does not
work for ortho-substituents (steric effect).
CHEM2010
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Summary
In this lecture, you learned how to:
• Describe which factors influence the acidity and basicity of an organic compound,

Strength of H–A bond?

Stabilisation of A– by EWGs?

Availability of N lone pair?

• compare the acidity and basicity of different aromatic compounds.

Aromatic alcohols (phenols) are more acidic than aliphatic
alcohols due to resonance stabilisation of the conjugate
base.
CHEM2010
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Aromatic amins (anilines) are less basic than
aliphatic amines due to delocalisation of N lone
pair into the aromatic ring.
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Summary
In this lecture, you also learned how to:
• Explain how the structure of aromatic compounds affect their reactivity, using Hammett
parameters (derived from the pKa of substituted benzoic acids):
log
•
•

𝑘𝑥
=
𝑘𝐻

r sp

s substituent constant:
(+) electron-withdrawing X
(–) electron-donating X

positive r: electron-withdrawing X increase rate by stabilising negative charge in TS
negative r: electron-donating X increase reaction rate by stabilising positive charge in TS

CHEM2010
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Practise questions
1. Rank the following molecules in order of increasing acidity, justifying your choice.

2. In each pair, determine which of the two molecules is more basic. Provide reasoning
for your choice.

(a)

(b)
CHEM2010
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Practise questions
3. Rank the following benzoic acids in order of increasing acidity:

4. The Hammett r value for the acid-catalysed Beckmann rearrangement is –2.0.

(a) What does that tell us about the rate-determining step? Will EWGs or EDGs increase
the reaction rate? Is there a build-up of positive or negative charge in the transition state
of the RDS? (No mechanism required.)
(b) Based on your answer to (a), which substrate would you expect to react faster: X =
NO2 or X = OMe?
CHEM2010
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Lecture 3: Heteroaromatic Compounds
Recap Lecture 2: Acid/Base Chemistry of Aromatic Compounds
• Acidity / basicity of aromatic compounds:

•

Phenols are more acidic than aliphatic alcohols

•

Anilines are less basic than aliphatic amines

• Relationship between structure and reactivity of aromatic compounds: Hammett analysis
The pKa values of substituted benzoic acids are used to define substituent effects and give mechanistic
information about reactions of aromatic compounds

log
•
•

𝑘𝑥
=
𝑘𝐻

r sp

s substituent constant:
(+) electron-withdrawing X
(–) electron-donating X

positive r: electron-withdrawing X increase rate by stabilising negative charge in TS
negative r: electron-donating X increase reaction rate by stabilising positive charge in TS

CHEM2010
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Lecture 3: Heteroaromatic Compounds
Lecture 2: Topics
2.1 6-Membered Heteroaromatics: Pyridine
2.2 5-Membered Heteroaromatics: Pyrrole
Learning outcomes
In this lecture, you will learn to:
• identify heteroaromatic compounds;
• describe the properties and reactivity of 5- and 6-membered heteroaromatic
compounds.

CHEM2010
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Heteroaromatics
• Benzene derivatives are not the only class of aromatic compounds.
• Recap: planar, fully conjugated, cyclic systems with (4n + 2) pi-electrons are
aromatic.
• Carbon can be replaced with a heteroatom (e.g. O, N, S) in the ring – if all the above
still hold, the compound is heteroaromatics
• Around two thirds of organic compounds are heteroaromatic.
pyridine is isoelectronic with benzene

pyrrole, furan, thiophene are
isoelectronic with cyclopentadiene anion
CHEM2010
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6-Membered Heteroaromatics: Pyridine
Pyridine is isoelectronic with benzene. Both have 6 electrons in 6 parallel
p-orbitals that make up the 6 p-electrons for aromaticity:

- All carbons sp2 hybridized
- six p-orbitals combine for
delocalized p-system

CHEM2010
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- All carbons and nitrogen sp2 hybridized
- 1 electron in N p-orbital contributes to p-system
- N lone pair in sp2 orbital orthogonal to ring:
not involved in delocalization (it is “available”)
- N atom affects reactivity and properties: lower
(HOMO / LUMO) orbital energies than benzene
Clayden Ch. 29
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Pyridine: Aromaticity
Pyridine fulfils the 4 rules of aromaticity and is therefore (hetero)aromatic:

• Cyclic
• All atoms sp2-hybridised:
fully conjugated
• planar
• 6 p-electrons
(4n+2 = 6 for n = 1)
Nitrogen contributes one electron to p-system.
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Pyridine: Structure and Reactivity
• Resonance energy

• Bond lengths (pm)

• p-electron densities (calculated)
The presence of the electronegative nitrogen
atom has an important effect on the structure
and reactivity of pyridine (compared with
benzene).

CHEM2010
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Pyridine: NMR spectra
1H

NMR

13C

H4

H3

C3

C2

H2

CHEM2010
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Pyridine: Structure and Reactivity
• Nomenclature: the heteroatom in the ring has priority #1
• The lone pair is not delocalised around the aromatic ring. It is available
for reactions:
– pyridine is a weak base and a reasonable nucleophile.

• The electronegative nitrogen atom lowers the (HOMO / LUMO) orbital energies
compared to benzene
• Pyridine is electron-deficient (electronegative N), i.e. electrophilic.
– electrophilic aromatic substitution is difficult.
– nucleophilic aromatic substitution is easy.
CHEM2010
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Pyridine: Basicity
• The nitrogen in pyridine is sp2-hybridized (imine).
• Lone pairs in sp2 orbitals are less available (held closer to the nucleus) than lone
pairs in sp3 orbitals (more p character), so imines are weaker bases than amines.

CHEM2010
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Pyridine: Basicity
• The basicity of pyridines is strongly influenced by the substituents on the ring:

electron-withdrawing groups
decrease basicity

electron-donating groups
increase basicity

• Extra nitrogen atoms in the ring exert an electron-withdrawing effect, decreasing
basicity:

CHEM2010
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Hydroxypyridine: A special case
• Hydroxypyridines are both weak acids and bases

• 2-hydroxy- and 4-hydroxypyridine exist as two tautomeric forms, making them both
less acidic and less basic than 3-hydroxypyridine:

• Note: the pyridone form is still aromatic, as the lone pair of electrons on nitrogen can
be delocalised into the ring.
CHEM2010
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Pyridine: Nucleophilicity
• The nitrogen lone pair is also available for nucleophilic attack on electrophiles
• Pyridine is often used as a nucleophilic catalyst, e.g. ether syntheses are often
carried out with pyridine as the solvent:

CHEM2010
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5-Membered Heteroaromatics: Pyrrole
• Pyrrole is isoelectronic with cyclopentadiene anion.
• The nitrogen is sp2 hybridised: the nitrogen lone pair is in the 2p
orbital parallel to the carbon 2p orbitals and thus contributes 2
electrons to the p-system
• The lone pair is delocalised around the aromatic ring: it is
unavailable for reactivity, making the pyrrole nitrogen non-basic
and non-nucleophilic
• Pyrrole and other 5-membered heterocycles are electron-rich
(delocalisation of lone pair: “pi-excessive”), i.e. nucleophilic
– electrophilic aromatic substitution is very easy.
– nucleophilic aromatic substitution is difficult.

CHEM2010
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resonance stabilisation
energy 90 kJ/mol
(benzene 150 kJ/mol)
HOMO energy –8.66 eV
(benzene –9.65 eV)
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Pyrrole: Aromaticity
Pyrrole fulfils the 4 rules of aromaticity and is therefore (hetero)aromatic:

• Cyclic
• All atoms sp2-hybridised:
fully conjugated
• planar
• 6 p-electrons
(4n+2 = 6 for n = 1)
Nitrogen contributes two electron to p-system.
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5-Membered Heteroaromatics

resonance
energy

90 kJ/mol

68 kJ/mol

122 kJ/mol

• The structure of furan and thiophene is very similar to that of pyrrole.
• The differences stem mainly from electronegativity differences:
– O and N are more electronegative than C: poor orbital overlap and electron
delocalisation, decreased resonance stabilisation
– Electronegativity of S is comparable to C: good orbital overlap, lone pair is fully
delocalised into the π-system; strong resonance stabilisation
CHEM2010
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5-Membered Heteroaromatics with 2 heteroatoms

• Imidazole has one (non-basic, non-nucleophilic) pyrrole-like nitrogen, the lone pair
of which is delocalised into the aromatic p-system.
• and one (basic, nucleophilic) pyridine-like nitrogen, the lone pair of which is
orthogonal to the aromatic p-system.
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Imidazoles in Nature
• Histidine is used as a general acid/base catalyst in enzymes
• e.g. citric acid cycle:

CHEM2010
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This slide is for general interest only, and will not feature in the exam.
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Basicity of 5-membered heteroaromatics
• The nitrogen lone pair in pyrrole is delocalized and therefore non-nucleophilic and
non-basic.
• In very strong acid, pyrrole can be protonated, but it protonates on carbon, not
nitrogen:

• Imidazole, on the other hand, has a ‘pyridine-like’ nitrogen and is moderately basic:
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Acidity of 5-membered heteroaromatics
• An effect of the delocalization of the N lone pair is to make pyrrole weakly acidic

• Comparable to an amide:

• Azoles are also acidic, and the acidity increases dramatically as the number of ring
nitrogens increases:

CHEM2010
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Summary
In this lecture, you learned how to:
• Identify heteroaromatic compounds.
4 rules of aromaticity:
(i) cyclic, (ii) all atoms sp2-hybridised: fully conjugated, (iii) planar, (iv) 4n+2 p-electrons:
How many electrons does the heteroatom contribute to the p-system?
If lone pair is parallel to / part of the p-system: 2 electrons,
if lone pair is orthogonal to / not part of the p-system: 1 electron

CHEM2010
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Summary
In this lecture, you also learned how to:
• Describe the properties of heteroaromatic compounds compared to benzene:

Pyridine

Pyrrole

Benzene

• Lone pair not part of
aromatic p-system
• Nucleophilic on nitrogen
• Electrophilic p-system
(electronegative N)

• Lone pair is part of aromatic
p-system
• Not nucleophilic on nitrogen
• Nucleophilic p-system
(electron-rich)

• Good size and energy match
of C 2p orbitals: strong
resonance stabilisation
• Very difficult to disrupt
aromaticity

CHEM2010
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Practise questions
1. When pyridine is used as a nucleophilic catalyst in ether syntheses, stoichiometric
amounts are necessary. DMAP, however, can be used in catalytic amounts. Why do you
think this is the case? (Draw a reaction mechanism to support your answer.)

CHEM2010
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Practise questions
2. Can you draw an aromatic heterocycle based on the following ring system?

a) Does the compound you have drawn fulfill Hückel’s rule of aromaticity?
b) Would you predict the nitrogen in your heteroaromatic compound to be
basic or non-basic?
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Lecture 4: Reactivity of Aromatic Compounds I
Lecture 4: Topics
Electrophilic Aromatic Substitution
Learning outcomes

In this lecture, you will learn to:
• draw the mechanism of electrophilic aromatic substitution reactions with various
electrophiles (halogenation, nitration, sulfonation, Friedel-Craft alkylation and
acylation);
• predict the effects of pre-existing substituents on the rate and selectivity of
electrophilic aromatic substitution reactions;
• propose the synthesis of aromatic compounds from simple starting materials
using electrophilic aromatic substitution reactions.
CHEM2010
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Reactivity of aromatic compounds
• Recap: Because of the high stability of aromatic systems (resonance stabilisation),
they are relatively unreactive. (‘Breaking’ aromaticity requires a lot of energy.)

• Because of delocalisation, benzene reacts very differently to an isolated alkene:
addition

substitution

• Electron-rich aromatics react with electrophiles (this lecture: electrophilic aromatic
substitution), while electron-poor aromatics react with nucleophiles (next lecture:
nucleophilic aromatic substitution).
CHEM2010
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Electrophilic addition to alkenes
• Closer look at mechanism: for both alkenes and aromatics, a cationic intermediate
is formed
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Electrophilic aromatic substitution
• Closer look at mechanism: for both alkenes and aromatics, a cationic intermediate
is formed

CHEM2010
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Electrophilic aromatic substitution
• The intermediate formed in electrophilic aromatic substitution is a stabilised
cation called a Wheland intermediate
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Electrophilic aromatic substitution
• Formation of the Wheland intermediate is rate determining

• Under special conditions it is possible to isolate and analyse the Wheland intermediate
CHEM2010
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Nitration

Typical conditions: conc. HNO3 and conc. H2SO4 1:1

When you draw mechanism of any electrophilic aromatic substitution reaction, always
consider the following two steps:
1) Generation of the electrophile
2) Electrophilic aromatic substitution
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Nitration
Reaction Mechanism
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Sulfonation

Typical conditions: conc. H2SO4 saturated with SO3 (oleum).
1) Generation of the electrophile

2) Electrophilic aromatic substitution

CHEM2010
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Alkylation: The Friedel-Crafts reaction

R = alkyl; typical Lewis acids: FeCl3, FeBr3, AlCl3

Mechanism:

CHEM2010
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Alkylation: The Friedel-Crafts reaction
Disadvantages:
• The products of Friedel-Crafts alkylation reactions are more reactive than the starting
materials because alky groups are electron-donating (see later: activated substrates):
over-alkylation can occur.

• Friedel-Crafts alkylation is only useful with tertiary alkyl halide electrophiles.
Rearrangement occurs with secondary alkyl halides:
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Alkylation: The Friedel-Crafts reaction

Rearrangement mechanism:
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Alkylation: The Friedel-Crafts reaction
So can we convert benzene into n-propylbenzene?

Solution: make the ketone via Friedel-Crafts acylation, then reduce to the alkane
(e.g. Clemmenson or Wolff-Kishner reduction)

CHEM2010
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Friedel-Crafts Acylation

Mechanism:

More general and reliable than Friedel-Crafts alkylation:
no over-acylation, no rearrangements.
CHEM2010
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Electrophilic aromatic substitution: substituent effects

So far, we’ve only seen examples of unsubstituted benzene molecules undergoing
electrophilic aromatic substitution.
What happens when there is already a substituent X on our aromatic molecule?
Answer: X will have an effect on the rate and selectivity of the reaction.
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Substituent effects on reaction rate

s

X
OH

–0.38

1000

CH3

–0.17

25

H

CHEM2010

Relative
rate

1

Cl

+0.22

0.033

NO2

+0.77

6 x 10–8

NMe3+

+0.82

6 x 10–1
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electron-rich aromatics are
more nucleophilic and react
faster in electrophilic aromatic
substitution reactions

electron-poor aromatics are
less nucleophilic and react slower
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Substituent effects on reaction rate
X

s

Relative rate

CH3

–0.17

25

H

1

• Toluene is nitrated faster than benzene: the methyl group activates the ring towards
electrophilic attack.
• Methyl group has weak inductive effect and also donates electrons by
hyperconjugation (s-conjugation).
• This is the reason over-alkylation can
occur in Friedel-Crafts alkylation

CHEM2010
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Substituent effects on reaction rate
X

s

Relative rate

OH

–0.38

1,000

H

1

• Phenol reacts much faster than benzene: mesomeric (+M) effect is stronger than
inductive (–I) effect.

• Because phenol is so electron-rich over-substitution occurs:

CHEM2010
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Substituent effects on reaction rate
X

s

H

NO2

Relative rate
1

+0.77

6 x 10–8

• Nitrobenzene reacts much slower than benzene: the nitro group is mesomerically (–M)
and inductively (–I) electron-withdrawing.

• TNT is made by nitration of toluene. The nitro group is strongly deactivating so the last
nitration requires high temperatures:
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Substituent effects on selectivity
Electron-donating groups

CHEM2010
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Substituent effects on selectivity
Electron-donating groups

• Methoxybenzene (anisole) reacts faster than benzene: activating effect of OMe.
• o- and p-products formed because intermediate is more stable: more resonance forms.
CHEM2010
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Substituent effects on selectivity
• Most electrophilic substitutions are under kinetic control: fastest product (lowest energy TS)
formed predominates.
• o- and p-products formed upon electrophilic attack on anisole, because TS from ortho and
para attack lower in energy and therefore smaller Ea
• para attack is favoured over ortho due to sterics

CHEM2010
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Substituent effects on selectivity
Electron-withdrawing groups

• Nitrobenzene reacts slower than benzene: deactivating effect of NO2
• m-products formed because intermediate is more stable: least electron density withdrawn
from carbocationic intermediate
CHEM2010
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Substituent effects on selectivity
Halogens

• Halogens are inductively electron-withdrawing: deactivating (halobenzenes react
slower than benzene)
• Halogens are mesomerically electron-donating: o-/p-directing
• The mesomeric effect in halobenzenes is very weak (poor orbital overlap between
halogen and carbon p orbitals). It controls o/p-selectivity, but does not have a great
influence on reaction rate.
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Substituent effects on selectivity
Summary

Electronic effect

Example

Rate cf. benzene

Where does “E” go?

electron-donating groups

–NR2, –OR, alkyl

faster

ortho/para

halogens

F, Cl, Br, I

slower

ortho/para

electron-withdrawing groups

–NO2, –COR, –SO3R

slower

meta

CHEM2010
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Substituent effects in action
The synthesis of paracetamol

• highly activating (+M)
• ortho/para directing

Very mild nitration conditions required for synthesis of paracetamol

CHEM2010
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Substituent effects in action

• highly activating (+M)
• ortho/para directing

But how do we avoid over-substitution and make monobromoaniline?

• Nitrogen lone pair even more activating than –OH
• Control reactivity by protecting amine as amide: delocalisation of N lone pair into benzene ring
is weakened due to conjugated with carbonyl: amide N donates less electron density into the ring
• Still ortho/para directing, but less activating: reaction only occurs once
CHEM2010
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Substituent effects in action
How should we make para-nitrochlorobenzene: by chlorinating nitrobenzene or nitrating
chlorobenzene?

deactivating
meta-directing:
wrong isomer

CHEM2010
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deactivating
para-directing:
correct isomer
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Substituent effects in action
Which order do these substituents need to be added in?

MeCOCl/AlCl3
followed by Me2CHCl/AlCl3

CHEM2010
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or

Me3CHCl/AlCl3,
followed by MeCOCl/AlCl3
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Substituent effects in action
Synthesis of ibuprofen

In organic synthesis, it is not only important to know which reagents to use, but also
which order to do the reactions in!
CHEM2010
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Summary
In this lecture, you learned how to:
• draw the mechanism of electrophilic aromatic substitution reactions with various
electrophiles (halogenation, nitration, sulfonation, Friedel-Craft alkylation and acylation).

• predict the effects of pre-existing substituents on the rate and selectivity of electrophilic
aromatic substitution reactions (the order of steps matters!)
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Substituent

Rate cf. benzene

Selectivity

EDG

fast

ortho/para

Halogens

slow

ortho/para

EWG

slow

meta
32

Practise questions
1. Write a detailed mechanism for the following reaction:

2. Deduce the structure of the product formed in the following nitration reaction based
on the product’s 1H NMR spectrum.
dH
7.77 (4H, d, J = 10 Hz)
8.26 (4H, d, J = 10 Hz)

CHEM2010
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Practise questions
3. Predict where electrophilic aromatic substitution will occur on each of the following
molecules.

4. Draw a mechanism for the following reaction and explain the position of the substitution:

5. What are the two possible isomeric products from this reaction? Which isomer wold you
expect to be major product? Why?
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Lecture 5: Reactivity of Heteroromatic Compounds I
Recap lecture 4: Electrophilic Aromatic Substitution

Electron-donating substituents: activating, ortho/para directing
Electron-withdrawing substituents: deactivating, meta directing
Halogens: deactivating, ortho/para directing
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Lecture 5: Reactivity of Heteroaromatic Compounds I
Lecture 5: Topics

5.1 Electrophilic aromatic substitution reactions of 6-membered heteroaromatics
5.2 Electrophilic aromatic substitution reactions of 5-membered heteroaromatics
Learning outcomes
In this lecture, you will learn to:
• describe the reaction of 6- and 5-membered heteroaromatics with electrophiles.
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Electrophilic aromatic substitution of 6-membered heteroaromatics
Pyridine
• Recap: Pyridine is nucleophilic on nitrogen: it reacts with a variety of
electrophiles, Lewis acids and metals
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Electrophilic aromatic substitution of Pyridines
• Pyridine generally does not readily undergo electrophilic aromatic substitution

─ Kinetics: kinetic product is attack at N (forms a cationic intermediate that is inert to
further electrophilic attack)

─ Thermodynamics: the nitrogen in the ring lowers the HOMO compared to benzene,
making the ring electron-deficient and less nucleophilic
─ Pyridine is similar to a deactivated benzene (e.g. nitrobenzene) in its reaction with
electrophiles.
CHEM2010
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Electrophilic aromatic substitution of Pyridines
• The electronegative N atom effectively withdraws electron density away from the
carbons:

• When electrophilic aromatic substitution does occur, the 3-position is the favoured
site of electrophilic attack, but yields are often poor:
─ Friedel-Crafts reactions usually fail
─ nitration with fuming sulfuric acid and KNO3 at 300 °C gives only 5% yield of 3nitropyridine
─ chlorine plus AlCl3 only gives moderate yield of 3-chloropyridine, although bromine
in fuming sulfuric acid at 130 °C gives a reasonable yield of 3-bromopyridine
CHEM2010
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Electrophilic aromatic substitution of Pyridines
• Useful electrophilic substitution occurs on activated pyridines
e.g. electron-donating groups:
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Electrophilic aromatic substitution of Pyridines
• Useful electrophilic substitution occurs on activated pyridines
e.g. N-oxides:

- stable dipolar species
- Oxygen acts as a protecting group (blocks reaction on nitrogen) and activating
group (O electrons are delocalised around the ring: raises HOMO, increases
nucleophilicity)
- nucleophilic on para- and ortho-position

CHEM2010
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Electrophilic aromatic substitution of pyridine N-oxides
Protection: oxidation of nitrogen

Electrophilic aromatic substitution

Deprotection: reduction with PPh3, PCl3, or P(OMe)3

CHEM2010
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Electrophilic aromatic substitution of
fused 6-membered heteroaromatics
• Quinoline and isoquinoline undergo electrophilic aromatic substitution on the more
electron-rich benzene ring – usually at positions 5 and 8

CHEM2010
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Electrophilic aromatic substitution of
5-membered heteroaromatics
• Recap: Pyrrole, furan and thiophene are electron-rich compared to benzene:
they readily undergo electrophilic aromatic substitution
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Electrophilic aromatic substitution of
5-membered heteroaromatics
• 2-Substitution is generally preferred
• Consider stabilisation of carbocation:
─ Attack on 2-position: 3 resonance forms: more stable

─ Attack on 3-position: only 2 resonance forms: less stable

CHEM2010
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Electrophilic aromatic substitution of
5-membered heteroaromatics
• Relative rates of electrophilic substitution: pyrrole > furan > thiophene
• Differences in reactivity due to:
─ Electronegativity: O > N >> S
─ Thiophene: high resonance stabilisation energy
•

• In fact, pyrrole is so reactive, that it can be difficult to selectively functionalise
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Vilsmeier-Haak reaction
• (Lewis) acid-free alternative to the Friedel-Crafts reaction
• Can be used to selectively mono-formylate electron-rich aromatics

• Mechanism
Step 1a: formation of the carbon electrophile

Step 1b: electrophilic aromatic substitution

Step 2: hydrolysis of the imine

CHEM2010
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Pyrrole substitution on N
• Because of NH, pyrrole can also be substituted on N
• Best yields are obtained with the potassium salt
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Electrophilic aromatic substitution of furans
• Furan is a lot less reactive towards electrophiles than pyrrole, so standard FriedelCraft conditions can be used:

• In fact, furan is so “weakly aromatic” (resonance energy 68 kJ/mol, cf. benzene 150
kJ/mol): If strong bonds (e.g C–O) can be formed, addition reactions that break
aromaticity may be preferred over substitution:
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Electrophilic addition to furans
• In fact, furan is so “weakly aromatic” (resonance energy 68 kJ/mol, cf. benzene 150
kJ/mol): If strong bonds (e.g C–O) can be formed, addition reactions that break
aromaticity may be preferred over substitution:

Mechanism:
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Furans in Diels-Alder reactions
• Furan can also act as a diene in Diels-Alder reactions:
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Electrophilic aromatic substitution of indoles
• Reactive pyrrole ring, relatively unreactive benzene ring
• Electrophilic aromatic substitution occurs on the pyrrole ring, favouring
the 3-position (aromaticity of benzene ring is not disturbed):
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Summary: electrophilic aromatic substitution
increasing reactivity
towards electrophiles
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Summary
In this lecture, you learned how to describe the reaction of 6- and 5-membered
heteroaromatics with electrophiles.
Pyridine
• Nucleophilic on N,
no electrophilic aromatic substitution (EAS)

5-membered heteroaromatics
• very fast EAS

• pyrrole > furan > thiophene
• activation (EDG, N-oxide) required for EAS
Quinoline
• EAS on more electron-rich benzene ring

CHEM2010
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Indoles
• EAS on ‘less aromatic’ pyrrole ring
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Practise questions
1. For both of the following reactions, draw a curly arrow reaction mechanism and explain
the selectivity of the reaction (i.e. where does the electrophile attach?).
a.

b.
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Practise questions
2. You are already familiar with a lot of the chemistry in this synthesis of Sildenafil (Viagra)
and we will cover more of it in the next lectures.

a) Provide a mechanism for the reaction with Me2SO4.
b) Provide a mechanism for the nitration.
c) Provide a mechanism for the sulfonation and explain why this isomer of the product is formed.
CHEM2010
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Lecture 6: Reactivity of Aromatic Compounds II
Recap lecture 4: Electrophilic Aromatic Substitution
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Lecture 6: Reactivity of Aromatic Compounds II
Lecture 6: Topics

6.1 Nucleophilic Aromatic Substitution by Addition–Elimination Mechanism
6.2 Nucleophilic Aromatic Substitution by SN1 Mechanism
6.3 Nucleophilic Aromatic Substitution by Aryne Mechanism
6.3 Summary: Interconversion of Aromatics
Learning outcomes
In this lecture, you will learn to:
• describe the reaction of aromatic compounds with nucleophiles.
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Nucleophilic Aromatic Substitution
• While electrophilic aromatic substitution reactions are well known and dominate the
chemistry of benzene, nucleophilic aromatic substitution is much less common.
• Mechanistically, it does not occur via familiar substitution processes:

SN2 impossible

SN1 very unfavourable
although it is possible with
very good leaving groups
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Nucleophilic aromatic substitution by addition - elimination
• However, a two-step addition elimination reaction is possible for electron-poor
aromatic compounds with –M substituents (e.g. nitro groups).

• Rate-determining step is nucleophilic addition to form an anionic intermediate
known as a Meisenheimer complex
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Nucleophilic aromatic substitution by addition - elimination
• Mechanistically, nucleophilic aromatic substitution is directly akin to conjugate
addition-elimination reactions in aliphatic systems:
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Leaving group ability

LG: F >> Cl > Br > I

• Rate determining step is addition of the nucleophile.
• Although F slows down the 2nd step (relative to other halogens), its inductive effect
accelerates the first (rate determining) step. The C-halogen bond is not broken in the
R.D.S.

• Summary: to do nucleophilic aromatic substitution you need:
─ An O, N, or CN nucleophile
─ A halide leaving group, ideally fluoride
─ A –M group (e.g. nitro, cyano) ortho or para (or both) to the leaving group
•

─
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Nucleophilic aromatic substitution in action
Synthesis of Vancomycin: the antibiotic of last resort against MRSA (superbugs)
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Nucleophilic aromatic substitution by SN1
• Recap:

SN1 very unfavourable
although it is possible with
very good leaving groups

• Diazonium salts have an excellent leaving group:

─ N2 (gas) is very stable due to the strong N–N triple bond
─ Provides a method for ipso-substitution
CHEM2010
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Diazonium salts
• Diazonium salts are readily available from anilines

• Mechanism of diazotisation:
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Diazonium salts
• Diazonium salts are very useful in synthesis as they can be converted into a wide
range of products

• The copper(I) catalysed conversion into halides is known as the Sandmeyer reaction.
The mechanism for these reactions is more complicated than a simple SN1 process.
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Nucelophilic aromatic substitution by aryne mechanism

• These two reactions were known for a long time before anyone figured out the
mechanism.
• They do NOT occur by direct substitution, but via a benzyne intermediate:
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Nucelophilic aromatic substitution by aryne mechanism

• Benzyne is electron-deficient and therefore highly electrophilic. It reacts readily with
nucleophiles.
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Evidence for benzyne
• Too unstable to be isolated.
• Dimerises easily in absence of nucleophiles to give biphenylene.

• Because benzyne is symmetrical, nucleophiles can attack at either end. This can be
proved by isotopic labeling (J. D. Roberts, 1953).
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Benzyne formation
• Very strong base + benzene bearing good leaving group:

• Decarboxylation of diazonium salts:
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Diels-Alder reactions of benzyne
• Benzyne can also be trapped in a Diels-Alder reaction (G. Wittig, 1955)
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Summary
In this lecture, you learned how to describe the reactivity of aromatics with nucleophiles
1. via addition-elimination mechanism

2. via SN1 mechanism

3. via a benzyne intermediate
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Practise questions
1. What is the product of the following reaction? Provide a reaction mechanism.

2. Provide a reaction mechanism for reaction A. Why does the reaction not work when
the nitro group is meta to the chloro-substituent (B)?
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Practise questions
3. Suggest a mechanism for the following reaction and explain the selectivity.

4. How would you carry out these two transformations?
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Lecture 7: Reactivity of Heteroaromatic Compounds II
Recap lecture 6: Nucleophilic Aromatic Substitution
1. via addition-elimination mechanism

2. via SN1 mechanism

3. via a benzyne intermediate
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Lecture 7: Reactivity of Heteroaromatic Compounds II
Lecture 7: Topics
7.1 Nucleophilic Aromatic Substitution of Heteroaromatics
7.2 Extending Reactivity: Lithiation

Learning outcomes
In this lecture, you will learn to:

• describe the reactivity of 6- and 5-membered heteroaromatics with nucleophiles;
• predict the reactivity of aromatic compounds with BuLi and electrophiles (directed
ortho-lithiation).
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Revision: Reactivity of Imines

• Imines are susceptible to nucleophilic attack:

Remember these three modes of
reactivity. We will see them again
when discussing the reactivity of
6-membered heteroaromatics.

• Halogen derivatives are reactive, and the halide is readily displaced:

• a-protons are acidic:
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6-Membered Heteroaromatics: Pyridines
• The aromatic p-system is electron-deficient (because of the electronegative N)
→ electrophilic aromatic ring
• Nucleophilic attack, which is rare in benzene chemistry (unless –M substituents are
present), occurs relatively easily in pyridines (and other 6-membered ring
heteroaromatics) because of their imine-like properties.
• N-Alkylation or acylation dramatically increases ease of attack.
• As the number of N atoms increase, ring becomes even more electron-deficient, and
hence susceptible to nucleophilic attack.

attacked at C-2 and C-4 by
strong nucleophiles, e.g.
LiAlH4, NaNH2, RLi, RMgX
CHEM2010
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attacked by weaker
nucleophiles,
e.g. OH–, CN–, NaBH4
Clayden Ch. 29

attacked by very weak
nucleophiles,
e.g. water at 25 °C
4

Nucleophilic Aromatic Substitution of Pyridines
Chichibabin reaction

• A well-known example of nucleophilic aromatic substitution on pyridine

• Mechanism:
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Nucleophilic Aromatic Substitution of Pyridines
Chichibabin reaction

• The reaction is a rare example in which the leaving group appears to be
hydride ion (H–).
• 2-Aminopyridine is formed in high yield upon quenching the final sodium salt
with water.
• Other powerful nucleophiles react by a similar mechanism. For example,
phenyllithium reacts with pyridine to give 2-phenylpyridine.
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Nucleophilic Aromatic Substitution of Pyridines
2-Chloropyridines

• In contrast to halobenzene derivatives, 2-chloropyridine is very reactive towards
nucleophilic attack (3 × 108 more reactive than PhCl for methoxide as nucleophile).

• Mechanism:
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Nucleophilic Aromatic Substitution of Pyridines
Chloropyridines: relatives rates of nucleophilic aromatic substitution
• 2- and 4-chloropyridine are similarly reactive towards nucleophiles, but 3-chloropyridine is
much less reactive because the negative charge cannot be delocalised onto nitrogen.
• Because of the general electron deficient nature of the ring carbons (with respect to
benzene), 3-chloropyridine is still considerably more reactive than chlorobenzene (9.1 ×
104).
• Additional ring nitrogens increase the reactivity even more, as ring becomes more electron
deficient.
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Nucleophilic Aromatic Substitution of Pyridines
Pyridine N-oxide
• We have already seen that pyridine-N-oxide is more susceptible to electrophilic attack
than pyridine itself.
• It is also more susceptible to nucleophilic attack.
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Pyridine substitution in action
You are now familiar with most of the chemistry used to make Omeprazole (a protonpump inhibitor used to treat gastroesophageal reflux disease).
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5-Membered Heteroaromatics
• Recap: 5-membered heterocycles are “pi-excessive” (higher p-electron density) and
therefore more nucleophilic than benzene
• Nucleophilic attack is difficult on electron rich rings: rare for simple pyrroles etc.
• More common when electron-withdrawing groups are present, and generally easier
than for the corresponding benzenes.

• In azoles with the "pyridine type" nitrogen, nucleophilic attack is easier, and becomes
progressively easier as the number of heteroatoms increase.
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Summary of Reactivity
• nucleophilic aromatic substitution is
quite limited
• electrophilic aromatic substitution is
much more versatile, but position of
attack is clearly defined by the nature
of the ring and existing substituents.
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How can we extend the reactivity modes available to us?

Answer: lithiation
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Ortho-lithiation / directed lithiation
• n-Butyllithium can deprotonate aromatic compounds and form lithiated rings which
react with electrophiles.
• In 5-membered heteroaromatics, lithiation occurs next to the heteroatom:
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Ortho-lithiation
• Aromatic compounds can be selectively lithiated ortho to certain substituents (DG =
directing groups) that can help coordinate the lithium.

• Examples of directing groups
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Ortho-lithiation
• Organolithium and Grignard compounds can also be accessed by halogen-metal
exchange
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Ortho-lithiation
• Nucleophilic organometallic reagents such as organolithium and Grignard reagents
react with a wide range of electrophiles:
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Ortho-lithiation: examples
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Summary
In this lecture, you learned how to:

• describe the reactivity of 6- and 5-membered heteroaromatics with nucleophiles:

• predict the reactivity of aromatic compounds with BuLi and electrophiles (ortho-lithiation):
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Practise questions
1. Draw a mechanism and suggest a product for this nucleophilic substitution.

2. Provide a mechanism for the following reaction.
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Practise questions
3. Predict the product of the following processes (assuming appropriate aqueous workups where
necessary), giving mechanisms for the reactions involved.
a.

b.

c.
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Lecture 8: Redox Chemistry of (Hetero)Aromatics
Recap: Reactivity of (hetero)aromatics with electrophiles and nucleophiles

CHEM2010
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Lecture 8: Redox Chemistry of (Hetero)Aromatics
Lecture 8: Topics
8.1 Reduction of (Hetero)Aromatic Compounds
8.2 Oxidation of (Hetero)Aromatic Compounds

Learning outcomes
In this lecture, you will learn to:

• describe the reactivity of aromatic and heteroaromatic compounds under
reducing and oxidising reaction conditions.
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Reduction of aromatic compounds
• Recap: benzene rings are much less reactive than alkenes, and therefore more
difficult to reduce by catalytic hydrogenation.
• Selective hydrogenation of alkenes in presence of benzene rings is easily achieved:

• Hydrogenation of benzene rings to cyclohexanes requires vigorous conditions:
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Birch reduction
• The easiest way to reduce a benzene ring is to use the Birch reduction – an
example of a dissolving metal reduction (sodium in liquid ammonia)

• Mechanism:
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Birch reduction: Regiochemistry
• The regiochemistry of the final product is determined by the electronics of the
substituents:

Electron-donating groups promote
ortho, meta Birch reduction.

Electron-withdrawing groups promote
ipso, para Birch reduction.
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Birch reduction: Regiochemistry
• Consider the stability of the radical anion intermediate:

• Electron-withdrawing groups stabilise ipso, para anions: promote ipso, para Birch
reduction.
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Reduction of Pyridines
• In general, pyridine rings are easier to reduce than benzene rings (lower resonance
stabilisation energy)
• Pyridinium salts are even easier to reduce.
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Birch Reduction of Pyridines
• When pyridines are submitted to Birch reduction conditions, dimerisation occurs
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Reduction of Pyridines
1,4-Dihydropyridines in action: Nature’s borohydride
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Reduction of 5-membered heteroaromatics
• Pyrroles are generally inert to hydride reducing agents and dissolving metal
reduction, but are readily hydrogenated.

• Thiophenes are less susceptible to catalytic hydrogenation because S poisons the
catalyst. However, they can be desulfurised with Raney nickel.
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Oxidation of aromatic compounds
• Benzene rings are inert to most oxidants, and the more electron-rich 5-membered
heteroaromatics are often unstable towards oxidation.
• Nevertheless, benzene rings can be oxidised under special conditions, for example
under biological conditions or using high-valent metals such as ruthenium(VIII) or
cerium(IV).
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Oxidation of aromatic compounds
• Phenols are more electron-rich than benzenes and are therefore easier to oxidise

• The intermediate radicals can couple together (phenolic oxidative coupling) an
important reaction in biosynthesis.
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Oxidation of heteroaromatic compounds
• Pyridines: readily oxidised to corresponding N-oxide. Further oxidation difficult.

• Pyrroles: very unstable to oxidants; usually just degrade.
• Furans: unstable to oxidation under acidic conditions. Ring can be oxidised to a
carboxylic acid with Ru(VIII).

• Thiophenes: can be oxidised to S,S-dioxide. In the dioxide, S no longer has a lone
pair to participate in aromaticity, therefore rings acts as a diene in Diels-Alder
reactions.
CHEM2010
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Summary
In this lecture, you learned how to describe the reactivity of aromatic and heteroaromatic
compounds under reducing and oxidising reaction conditions.
• Benzene:
− inert to most organic reductants and oxidants
− Birch reduction effective:

• Pyridine:
− easier to reduce than benzene

− oxidation gives N-oxide
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• Pyrrole:
− readily hydrogenated (but inert to Birch)

− very unstable towards oxidants
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Practise questions
1. Predict the products of Birch reduction of these aromatic compounds.

2. The reaction scheme below shows the early stages in a synthesis of an antiviral drug by
the Parke-Davis company. Draw reaction mechanisms for steps (a) and (b) and explain the
selectivity observed.
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Lecture 9: Synthesis of Heteroaromatics
Recap: Redox chemistry of (hetero)aromatic compounds
• Benzene:
− inert to most organic reductants and oxidants
− Birch reduction effective:

• Pyridine:
− easier to reduce than benzene

− oxidation gives N-oxide
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• Pyrrole:
− readily hydrogenated (but inert to Birch)

− very unstable towards oxidants
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Lecture 9: Synthesis of Heteroaromatics
Lecture 9: Topics
9.1 Carbonyl Chemistry
9.2 Electrophilic Aromatic Substitution

Learning outcomes
In this lecture, you will learn how to synthesis heteroaromatic compounds
• from dicarbonyls;
• using electrophilic aromatic substitution reactions.
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Synthesis of Heteroaromatics
• Thermodynamics and entropy are on our side in the synthesis of heteroaromatics:
─ Formation of strong C–O, C–N and C–S bonds
─ Formation of very stable (aromatic) 5- and 6-membered rings
─ Intramolecular reactions favoured over intermolecular reactions.
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Synthesis of Heteroaromatics
• We will discuss two main strategies:
1. Synthesis of heteroaromatics exploiting carbonyl chemistry:
revise 1st year carbonyl chemistry (imine and oxime formation, Aldol, etc.)

2. Synthesis of fused heteroaromatics using electrophilic aromatic substitution
approach:
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Synthesis of heteroaromatics from dicarbonyls
• Strategy:
─ Disconnect the carbon–heteroatom bond to determine which electrophile we
need.

─ Install the double bonds required for aromaticity by elimination of water.
• e.g. pyrroles: nitrogen forms an enamine on each side of the ring and we know that
enamines are made from carbonyl compounds and amines.
See lecture 1, slides 8 and 9 for
a reminder on imine / enamine
formation from carbonyls!
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Paal Knorr Synthesis
• 5-membered heterocylces are easiest to make from 1,4-dicarbonyls.
• e.g. pyrroles:

• Mechanism:
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Paal Knorr Synthesis
• Similar strategies are possible for furans and thiophenes:
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Pyrrole Synthesis
• If 1,4-dicarbonyls are not readily available, we can combine two 2-carbon units.

• Mechanism:
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1,3-Azole Synthesis
• Imidazole, thiazole, oxazole are best disconnected into a 2-carbon fragment and a
3-atom fragment that contains the two heteroatoms:

• e.g. Hantzsch thiazole synthesis:
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Synthesis of 6-membered heteroaromatics
• 6-membered heteroaromatics can also be synthesised from dicarbonyls.
• However, 1,5-dicarbonyls must first be made by conjugate addition and/or Aldol
reaction:
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Synthesis of pyridines
• Formation of 1,5-dicarbonyl by conjugate addition
• Hydroxylamine used as nucleophile to allow for the elimination of three water
molecules and the installation of 3 double bonds:

• Mechanism:
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Hanztsch synthesis of pyridines
• When ammonia is used instead of hydroxylamine, 1,4-dihydropyridine is first
formed, but readily oxidises in air (or with an external oxidant) to the aromatic
pyridine
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Hanztsch synthesis of pyridines
• Mechanism:
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Synthesis of Heteroaromatics
• We will discuss two main strategies:
1. Synthesis of heteroaromatics exploiting carbonyl chemistry:
revise 1st year carbonyl chemistry (imine and oxime formation, Aldol, etc.)

2. Synthesis of fused heteroaromatics using electrophilic aromatic substitution
approach:
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Synthesis of fused heteroaromatics
Electrophilic aromatic substitution
• Recap:

• Electrophilic substitution reactions on benzene derivatives can also occur in an
intramolecular manner leading to the formation of another ring (i.e. a fused ring
system).
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Synthesis of fused heteroaromatics
• If the side chain contains a heteroatom, the new ring formed is heterocyclic. This is
the best way to make important heteroaromatic compounds such as quinolines,
isoquinolines and indoles:

• e.g. quinolines are best synthesised from an appropriate aniline derivative by
building the heterocyclic pyridine ring:
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Coombes quinoline synthesis
• Quinolines are best synthesised from an appropriate aniline derivative by building
the heterocyclic pyridine ring:

• Mechanism:
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Bischler indole synthesis
• A similar strategy may be employed for the synthesis of indoles:

• Mechanism:
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Fischer indole synthesis
• The most famous indole synthesis is the Fischer indole synthesis. It also involves
formation of a C–C bond to the aromatic ring, but the mechanism is more
complicated:
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Summary
In this lecture, you learned how to synthesise heteroaromatic compounds
• from dicarbonyls:

• using intramolecular electrophilic aromatic substitution reactions:
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Practise questions
1. How would you synthesise these heteroaromatics? Provide starting materials and
mechanisms. (Hint: Disconnect the carbon–heteroatom bonds to determine which
nucleophiles and electrophiles are needed.)
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Practise questions
2. Propose a mechanism for the following reaction. Is the heterocyclic ring created in
this reaction aromatic? (Does it fulfil the 4 rules of aromaticity?)

3. Propose a mechanism for the synthesis of this aromatic heterocycle:
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